FAQs
Cub Scout Summer Camps

How do I sign-up?
For Cub World, sign up can be done online at www.alpinescoutcamp.org/cubworld. For Pouch Day Camp and Alpine
Day Camp, sign up must be done via the paper registration sheet found at www.camppouch.org/daycamp and
www.alpinescoutcamp.org/daycamp, respectively. Also, for any of the three camps, you can call 212-651-3073 or
212-651-3077 to sign up.
How do I make payment?
Once you have registered, you will receive a login email for Tentaroo, our event sign up and reservation client (unless
you already have one, then you will use your existing account). You can use that login to make payments via credit
card or e-check. You can also pay in person at Alpine Scout Camp, Pouch Scout Camp, or the GNYC office in the
Empire State Building, or by telephone.
For Cub World, how do I add names to my Pack Roster?
Watch this tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RC_OXenIF0
Can more than one person receive an email from your online system?
Yes, the primary contact and alternate contact listed in your account will both receive the emails from us. If you want
to find out more info, or receive more information, sign up for our newsletter at: https://www.bsa-gnyc.org/
Do we offer a sibling discount?
Sorry, we do not offer a sibling discount at Cub World. However, at both Pouch and Alpine Day Camps, there is a
sibling discount of $10 per sibling per week (beginning with the second child).
Are there any other discounts available?
On-time Recharter Discount - $25 off per youth per session at Cub World if your Cub Scout Pack recharters on time.
This means that if you come for a full week, the discount will be $50 per youth.
Family Fun Weekend Discount – Any individual youth who attends one of the three June Family Fun Weekends and
also Cub World will receive an additional $25 off of their summer camp fee (limit one discount per youth).
Early Sign up Discount – Be sure to take advantage of the discounts available to you for signing up by May 31 st for
Cub World and April 30th for Pouch and Alpine Day Camps. Check out the camp pages at www.alpinescoutcamp.org/
cubworld, www.camppouch.org/daycamp, and www.alpinescoutcamp.org/daycamp for more information.
Free Cub World Shirt – Sign up and pay your $40 individual deposit for Cub World, and receive that year’s t-shirt
absolutely free (normally $12 in the Trading Post).
Free Extended Hours – At both day camps, early morning drop off beginning at 7 am and late afternoon pickup
ending at 6 pm are available at no extra charge.
Where do I stay at Cub World?
You’ll be placed in one of the Cub World campsites where you’ll stay in raised platform canvas two person tents. All
come equipped with two metal bunks and mattresses, and the platforms are either wood or concrete depending on
your site. Questions about specific campsites can be answered by calling 212-651-3073 or 212-651-3077.

What is the basic schedule for the day?
At Cub World, the day begins with a flag ceremony in front of the Dining Hall at 7:45 am. We then head straight
in for breakfast at 8 am. At 9 am, program begins and runs until noon. 12:15 pm is lunch, followed by an hour
long siesta. Program resumes at 2 pm and runs until 5 pm. At 5:45 pm, we gather again, in uniform, for the
evening flag ceremony before heading into the dining hall for dinner at 6 pm. Evening program runs from 7-9
pm, and lights out is at 10 pm.
At Pouch Day Camp and Alpine Day Camp, the day begins at 9 am sharp with a flag ceremony. Program begins
immediately after, and, aside from a break at lunch time, runs until 3:30pm. We conclude the day with another
flag ceremony, and pickup is at 4 pm. Extended morning and afternoon hours means that Mom and Dad can get
to work on time with the earliest drop off time being 7 am and the latest pickup time being 6 pm.
Programs will include pool, archery, bb gun, climbing, sports, Scout skills, arts & crafts, nature, fishing, metal
detecting and much more! Note that not all of these activities are available in each camp.
What is the layout of the camp?
You can find maps of both Alpine and Pouch at www.alpinescoutcamp.org and www.camppouch.org under the
resources tab.
What Medical form do I need?
All Youth and Adults who attend Cub World Summer Camp are required to have parts A, B, & C of the BSA
Medical Form completed and signed by a doctor. Those who are attending one of the Day Camps need to fill out
only parts A & B. The Medical Form can be found at: https://www.tenmileriver.org/health

New for 2018
At Cub World, we will be having a brand new theme in 2018: Expedition Discovery! Explore the African Savannah, the Amazonian
Rainforest, and Cubrassic Park! Each Scout will receive a passport book to document their journeys, and will be able to keep track
of the advancements and pebbles they’re earning along the way.
In addition, the Cub World program delivery model will be revamped as well. Instead of a “round robin” group style program,
each Scout, leader, and parent will receive a “Times Guide” on which they will find the schedule for the day. In this way, the
Scouts can choose their own adventures to go on. Units can take these guides to map out itineraries for their groups as they see
fit, or individuals can go off on their own to explore different parts of the camp. It is entirely up to the campers.
Den Building & Initiative Games- Challenging games that teach Scouts to work together to achieve a common goal, all while
having FUN.
Aquatics- At Alpine, just swimming (with a few boating strokes taught for certain badges). At Pouch, swimming, row boating and
paddle boating.
Scout Skills/Akela/Webelos Village- Traditional Scouts skills, like knot tying, lashings, map and compass, fire building, outdoor
cooking, first aid.
Arts & Crafts- Gives Scouts the opportunity to be creative and express themselves via paint, sculpture, drawing, and more.
Nature- Scouts get to study the world around them and the beauty of the natural landscape. Many advancements are earned
here at Cub World.
Campwide Games- An opportunity for all Scouts in Alpine to come together to play games around the camp. All about FUN.
Pebble Patch- A recognition item at Cub World that Scouts earn throughout their stay. Some can only be awarded for fulfilling
certain requirements in camp. Others are earned in certain program areas or for attending certain programs and may be
purchased in the Trading Post.
Cub World Programs- Archery, BB Gun, Akela, Webelos Village, Climbing, Den Building, Arts & Crafts, Nature, Theater, Fort, Ship,
Mine, Sports, Pool, Campwide Games, Campfires.
Alpine Day Camp Programs- Archery, BB Gun, Scout Skills, Climbing, Initiative Games, Arts & Crafts, Nature, Sports, Pool,
Campwide Games.
Pouch Day Camp Programs- Archery, Scout Skills, Climbing, Initiative Games, Arts & Crafts, Nature, Theater, Sports, Swimming,
Boating, Fishing.

